DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN

PLATFORM SOLUTIONS

OPTIMIZING SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY
Harness the power of best-of-breed platforms. We can implement, integrate and elevate your
ERP/SCM environment to boost your supply chain agility, visibility and performance.

WHAT WE DO
We help you leverage the power of a connected supply chain.
THRIVE ON CHANGE
Do more than just adapt to change; position your supply chain
to thrive in the face of relentless disruption and change.
IMPROVE BUSINESS AGILITY
Get connected across every touchpoint; achieve a smarter and
more resilient supply chain and gain unprecedented insight.
REDUCE OPERATIONAL COSTS
Embrace smart procurement and strategic savings initiatives;
sense demand, improve collaboration and increase automation.

ENHANCE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Build a customer-facing supply chain; get complete visibility into
the end-to-end supply chain and leverage real-time insights.

THE BRISTLECONE
ADVANTAGE

1.

EXPERTISE

2.

INNOVATION

3.

TIME TO VALUE

4.

FLEXIBILITY

Consultants with strategic expertise in
supply chain and solution development.

Rapid prototyping of sophisticated
technologies to solve complex problems.

Accelerators, proven methodologies
and analytics that drive rapid ROI.

Engagements and delivery models that
are flexible, scalable and customizable.

HOW WE DO IT
We combine deep industry and supply chain expertise, optimally blending digital, process, technology
and operations to empower customers with supply chains that are smarter, resilient and responsible.

PLANNING

PROCUREMENT

We empower companies with the
ability to forecast accurately,
monitor market conditions, balance
supply and demand, deliver on
promises, and optimize the delivery
of goods, services and information.

We help customers increase
procurement’s business value by
simplifying end-to-end sourcing,
procurement and payment, while
driving increased visibility and
enhancing supplier relationships

EXECUTION
We combine proven expertise,
proprietary assets and end-to-end
services with best-in-class
platforms to digitally transform
supply chains – enabling our
customers to thrive on change.

CONTROL TOWERS
We arm customers with real-time, data-driven visibility into everything traveling through the
supply chain – from planning and procurement to transportation and warehouse operations.
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STUDIO CAPABILITIES
Integrated services, technology accelerators and best practices.

SAP SOLUTIONS

MODERN ENGINEERING

AI & ANALYTICS

No one has a better track record
with SAP platforms than
Bristlecone. As a preferred SAP
partner, we can position you to
thrive on change with SAP
S/4HANA, IBP and Ariba.

Achieve unprecedented supply
chain visibility by putting your
data to work. Let us help you
leverage AI and analytics so
you can predict and quickly
respond to change.

Looking to build, optimize or
maintain your systems? Tap into
our expertise and enablers to
transition to the cloud, enhance
CX, and roll out new security and
operations processes.

EVERYTHING CONNECTED

PLATFORM SOLUTIONS

Realize the incredible power of a
connected supply chain. We can
connect and integrate your
disparate systems, platforms,
devices, apps, data, networks and
cloud technologies.

Harness the power of best-ofbreed platforms. We can
implement, integrate and elevate
your ERP/SCM environment to
boost your supply chain agility,
visibility and performance.

IMPACT WE’VE MADE
Domain expertise differentiating every engagement.

1,000+
Customer
Engagements

100+

TOP 10

Enablers and
Accelerators

Leader in
Supply Chain

WHY BRISTLECONE?
We are the leading provider of AI-powered application transformation services for the connected supply chain. We
specialize in helping organizations create higher-performing environments and deliver exceptional customer experiences.
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